
THE SPECIFICITY OF AUTHOR POETONYMIC SPACE TRANSLATION IN MODERN ENGLISH LITERATURE (ON THE BASIS OF THE NOVEL «FANTASTIC BEASTS AND WHERE TO FIND THEM» BY J. K. ROWLING)

Two vocabulary layers, proper (proprial or onymic lexis) and common (appellation) are both, characteristic of the language as a whole and linguistic universal. Therefore, common names serve to unite certain homogeneous objects and generalize them, whereas proper names, on the contrary, differentiate them [9, p. 54].

A prominent Ukrainian linguist V. M. Kalinkin, who introduced the term “poetonym”, created holistic definition of the poetonymicon, proposing its division into anthropopoetonyms, zoopoetonyms, topopoetonyms, cosmopoetonyms and other -onym units [6, p. 39]. Science that studies onyms in works of fiction is called literary and fiction onomastics. This term was proposed by O. Belei, who insisted on this very definition, disputing the term of literary onomastics [3]. It is also necessary to distinguish between literary and real onomastics. Thus, literary onomastics performs a stylistic function and is used in ordinary linguistic communication to distinguish objects. Real onomastics concerns the whole vocabulary of the language, while literary and fiction onomastics is a fact of literary language. Moreover, genre specificities of the artwork play a huge role in the onym representation [5, p. 49]. Fantasy is a newly developing genre of literature, which was finally formed in the late twentieth century. Artworks of the fantasy genre are distinguished by a large number of proper names, which were created by the author to denote heroes, characters and fictional worlds. In addition, some types of onyms, namely poetonyms, can be part of various stylistic tropes and expressive means, such as metaphors, metonymies, similes, periphrasis, etc. [9, p. 186].


Thus, we can conclude that translators use a variety of methods and imagination to convey poetonyms, without losing the original atmosphere of the work. Poetonyms as an artistic and lexical layer mark the writing style, interpret the coded vision of the author, so they have an epoch-making role.
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The article is devoted to characterise methods and ways of forming linguo-sociocultural competence in the process of teaching foreign languages at higher educational institutes.
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Learning of foreign languages is important because it can be used in each sphere of life either it is a personal purpose, or as an additional skill to person’s work activity. Nowadays, people learn new languages in order to travel, improve memory, break barriers, meet new people, work better or even to form new neural connections (neuroplasticity). Today, in times of constant migration and cultural exchanges, changes and “blurring” of state borders, the formation of linguo-sociocultural...